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THE GOSPEL OF PETER
THE GOSPEL OF PETER.
BY REV. ARTHUR CUSHMAN McGIFFERT, PH.D. , D.D.,
Professor of Church History in the Union Theological Seminary, New-
York City.
It is perhaps not unfitting that some notice should be
taken in our Society of Church History of what has proved
to be one of the most interesting and important literary
finds of recent years. I refer to the Greek MS., discovered
by U. Bouriant in a tomb at Akhmlm, Egypt, in 1886, and
first published in the fall of 1892. The MS. contains, as is
well known, brief fragments of an early Christian Gospel
and Apocalypse and two more extended fragments of the
Book of Enoch. The fragment of the Apocalyse does not
contain the name of its author, but toward the close of the
Gospel fragment Peter is indicated as the writer of the
Gospel in the sentence: " I Simon Peter and Andrew my
brother took our nets and went away to the sea." We
have references in early Christian literature to a Gospel and
an Apocalypse of Peter, and there can be little doubt that
the fragments in question belong to those long-lost works.
I shall concern myself to-day only with the Gospel frag-
ment, which has excited chief interest among scholars and
has already given rise to an extended literature.
The fragment, which is about one hundred and fifty lines
in length, contains only the passion and resurrection history
and that only in an incomplete form. It begins abruptly in
the midst of the account of the trial of the Lord with the
words: " But none of the Jews washed his hands "; and
breaks off with equal abruptness at the beginning of a para-
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graph in which was evidently recorded the first appearance
of the risen Christ to his disciples. The closing words are :
" But I Simon Peter and Andrew my brother took our
nets and went away to the sea; and there was with us Levi,
the son of Alphseus, whom the Lord . . . "
The account of the passion is somewhat briefer than the
corresponding portions of our canonical Gospels, while the
account of the resurrection is considerably longer. Moreover,
Peter's history of the passion is much more sober than
his history of the resurrection, containing no more marvels
than are found in the canonical accounts, while in connec-
tion with the resurrection two or three distinctly legendary
features occur, which are wanting in our Gospels. At the
same time, as compared with most of the Apocryphal
Gospels known to us, the Gospel of Peter, at least so far as
the extant fragment goes, is of a high character and remark-
ably free from exaggerations and absurdities.
Moreover, unlike many other Apocryphal works, it is in
the main orthodox in character and can hardly therefore
have emanated from any distinctly heretical school or party.
It is true that Serapion, of Antioch, informs us that the
Gospel of Peter was used by an heretical sect which he calls
Docetce, and it is further true that there are certain state-
ments in our fragment which have been regarded as indicat-
ing its Docetic character, and many scholars have been led
consequently to assert the heretical origin of the Gospel of
which our fragment forms a part. But in my opinion the
alleged Docetism of our fragment cannot be established.
On the contrary, the fragment, as I pointed out in the In-
dependent of May 4, 1893,1 contains many statements that
are irreconcilable with the assumption of its Docetic char-
1
 My articles upon the " Alleged Docetism of the Gospel of Peter," pub-
lished in the Independent of May 4 and 11, 1893, are reprinted by request, at
the close of this paper. I have been pleased to notice recently that the
Docetism of our fragment is denied also by Tyler in the Academy ai September
30, 1893. Tyler suggests that the statement, " H e held his peace as if he
in no wise suffered pain," may be the result of Peter's conception of Christ
as " the Lord," with whose dignity the exhibition of bodily suffering would be
incompatible.
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acter. There is certainly nothing in it, and there seems to
have been very little if anything in the Gospel of Peter
known to Serapion, which could make it offensive to an
ordinary Christian of the second century, unless he con-
sidered our four Gospels the only authentic accounts of our
Lord's life and death. Of course if he regarded them thus
no Gospel could be recognized by him which disagreed with
them in any respect. But it is well known that it was long
before our four Gospels were thus regarded by all. And
that in the meantime its divergencies from this or that
accepted Gospel were no bar to the use of another Gospel
by this or that Christian—provided its theology was accept-
able to him—is proved by the general recognition and use
of the Gospel of John and of the Synoptics, the differences
between which are at some points as striking as those between
our fragment and the corresponding portions of the canoni-
cal Gospels.
I have dwelt upon this point because some writers have
urged the character of the Gospel of Peter as an argument
against its use by fathers of the second century. There is,
in my opinion, no force in the argument, and whether our
Gospel was used by such fathers or not must be determined
solely on critical grounds. The question thus suggested is
an interesting and important one and may well engage our
attention for a little.
The earliest explicit reference to the Gospel of Peter, so
far as is known, occurs in a work of the Serapion already
mentioned addressed to the Church of Rhossus, about 200
A.D. A brief extract from this work is given by Eusebius
in H. E., vi., 12, and is as follows: " For we brethren re-
ceive both Peter and the other apostles as we do Christ; but
we reject, as men of experience, the writings falsely ascribed
to them, knowing that such were not handed down to us.
For when I visited you I supposed that all of you held to
the true faith, and as I had not read the Gospel I said : ' If this
is the only thing which occasions dispute among you, let it
be read.' But now, having learned from what has been
told me that their mind was involved in some heresy, I will
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hasten to come to you again. Therefore, brethren, expect
me shortly. But you will learn, brethren, from what has
been written to you, that we perceived the nature of the
heresy of Marcianus, and that not understanding what he
was saying he contradicted himself. For having obtained
this very Gospel from others who practised asceticism, that
is from the successors of those who introduced it, whom we
call Docetse (for most of their opinions are in agreement
with the teaching of these men), we were able to read it
through, and we found most of it in accord with the true
doctrine of the Saviour, but some precepts added thereto,
which we have subjoined for you."
It is to be noticed that Serapion, while he does not ac-
cept the Petrine authorship of the so-called Peter Gospel,
yet on the other hand does not say that the Gospel in ques-
tion was written by a heretic or with an heretical purpose,
but only that it was used in his time by men of ascetic
tendencies whom he called Docetse, and it is to be noticed,
moreover, that he distinctly vouches for the orthodoxy of
the greater part of the Gospel, his only criticism upon it
being that it contained some precepts (apparently of an
ascetic tendency) which were not in accord with the genuine
teaching of Christ. The general character of the Gospel
thus described is clear enough. It must have been in the
main a reasonably faithful account' of the life and work of
Christ, with the emphasis laid upon a side of Christ's teach-
ing which finds occasional expressions in our Gospels in
such utterances as " Go sell that thou hast and give to the
poor " ; " Every one that hath forsaken houses, or brethren,
or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or land,
for my name's sake shall receive an hundredfold and shall
inherit everlasting life " ; " In the resurrection they neither
marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of
God in heaven "; " And there be eunuchs which have made
themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake. He
that is able to receive it let him receive it." Origen, e. g.
tells us that the Gospel of Peter asserted that the brethren
of the Lord were children of Joseph by a former wife—an
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assertion entirely in line with the tendency described by
Serapion (Origen, in Matt., x., 17).
The remark of Origen's just referred to contains his only
reference to the Gospel of Peter, and in it he expresses no
opinion as to its character. That he made use of the Gospel
at other times is, however, rendered probable by a few re-
semblances in language and thought which have been dis-
covered in his commentary on Matthew (see Swete, The
Akhmitn Fragment of the Apocryphal Gospel of St. Peter, pp.
xxx. sq.).
Eusebius of Caesarea mentions the Gospel of Peter in
his Hist. Eccles., iii., 3 and 25. In the former chapter he
remarks: "But the so-called Acts of Peter, and the Gospel
which bears his name, and the Preaching, and the Apoca-
lypse, as they are called, we know have not been universally
accepted, because no ecclesiastical writer, ancient or modern,
has made use of testimonies drawn from them." And in
Chapter xxv. he classes the Gospel in question among " those
works that are cited by the heretics under the name of the
Apostles," associating with it the Gospels of Thomas and of
Matthias, and the "Acts of Andrew and John and the other
Apostles," and he adds that " no one belonging to the
succession of ecclesiastical writers has deemed these works
worthy of mention in his writings." He then goes on to
say that " the character of the style is at variance with Apos-
tolic usage, and both the thoughts and the purpose of the
things that are related in them are so completely out of
accord with true orthodoxy that they clearly show them-
selves to be the fiction of heretics. Wherefore they are not
to be placed even among the voda, but are all of them to be
cast aside as absurd and impious." Finally, in introducing
the extract from Serapion which has been already quoted,
Eusebius says (vi., 12): " He [i. e. Serapion] wrote this last
work to refute the falsehoods which that Gospel [i. e. the
Gospel of Peter] contained, on account of some in the
parish of Rhossus, who had been led astray by it into
heretical notions." It is clear that Eusebius' opinion of the
Gospel in question was very low, but there is no reason to
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suppose that he ever saw the Gospel, and his statement that
" no ecclesiastical writer, ancient or modern, has made use
of testimonies drawn from them " [/. e. the Acts, the Gospel,
the Preaching, and the Apocalypse of Peter] is certainly an
exaggeration, at least as respects the Apocalypse, as we
may learn, e. g. from the Muratorian fragment, and from
Eusebius himself, Book vi., c. 14. And I believe it can be
shown to be likewise an exaggeration as respects the Gospel,
though as the latter work is explicitly and unambiguously
referred to by name by no one before Eusebius' day ex-
cept by Serapion and Origen, Eusebius can hardly be blamed,
since he had not read the Gospel himself, for supposing that
it had been used by no one else. Eusebius' condemna-
tion of the Gospel evidently rests, not upon an adequate
knowledge of its contents, but upon Serapion's rejection of
it, and upon the fact that it had not found general acceptance
in the Church.
Eusebius is followed by Jerome and by the author of the
Decretum Gelasii, neither of whom adds anything to our
knowledge of the work, neither of whom indeed seems ever
to have seen it.1
Theodoret, H. F., ii., 2, reports that the Nazarenes used a
" so-called Gospel according to Peter,"" but his testimony
is far from trustworthy, and the Gospel of Peter, of which
our fragment forms a part, can hardly have been used by
the sect which he describes, for that sect " honored Christ
as a.just man" Theodoret says, while our Gospel, on the
contrary, makes much of his divinity.
These are the only explicit and unambiguous references to
our Gospel known to us, but traces of an acquaintance with
it have been discovered in other fathers, and go to show that
it was more widely used in the early church than was formerly
supposed. Cyril of Jerusalem seems to have been ac-
1
 Jerome JDe vir. ill., c. I : " Libri autem, e quibus unus actorum ejus
inscribitur, alius Evangelii, tertius Prsedicationis, quartus Apocalypseos,
quintus Judicii inter Aprocryphas scripturasrepudiantur." Decretum Gelasii:
" Evangelium nomine Petri apostoli apocryphum."
2
 oi Si Tfaseopaioi'IovSaioi eidir TOY xpititov TifuSvreS c»S avQpooKov
Siuaiov nai rm xaXov/Mevw uard itstpov svayyeXicp TCEXPVM^Vot-
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quainted with it (see the references to Catech., xiii., given
by Swete, ibid., p. xxxi. sq.), and it is very likely that the
Syrians, Aphraates and Ephraim, also were (see Zahn's
Evangelium des Petrus, p. 65 .y .^).1 But more striking than
any of the resemblances to be found in these writers are
the hints of an acquaintance with our Gospel afforded by
the author of the Didascalia, a work of the third century,
which had its origin in Syria and is to-day extant only in
a Syriac version, and the original Greek of which formed the
basis of the first six books of the Apostolic Constitutions.
Resch has shown (Agrapha, p. 319 sq.) that the author of
the Didascalia made large use of some Apocryphal Gospel,
and Harnack has called attention to certain passages which
make it very probable, if not certain, that the Gospel in
question was our Peter Gospel (see Harnack's Bruchstiicke
des Evangeliums und der Apokalypse des Petrus, p. 41 sq.).
All the indications of a knowledge of our Gospel thus
far referred to are found in authors who wrote later than
the time at which we know, from Serapion's mention of
it, that the Gospel was in existence. They are important,
however, in that they show that it had something of a
circulation and enjoyed some credit, at least in Syria, even
in the third and fourth centuries. The question arises,
was it used by any fathers earlier than Serapion, and if
so, what character did it bear in their eyes. Most inter-
esting of all are the indications of its use by Justin Martyr.
It is true that it has been stoutly denied by many scholars
{e. g. Zahn, Swete, Schubert, and others) that Justin knew
the work at all, but the case seems to me a very plain
one, even plainer indeed than it has yet been made. The
passages cited by Harnack to prove Justin's use of our
Gospel are as follows:
ApoL, i., 40: " And how he foretells the conspiracy
made against Christ by Herod, the King of the Jews, and
the Jews themselves and Pilate, who was your governor
among them, with his soldiers." The connection of Herod
1
 The same may be said of Dionysius of Alexandria (see the article by
Bernard in the Academy of Sept. 30, 1893).
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with the plot against Christ is found in none of our canonical
Gospels; though it is found in Acts iv., 27. That Justin
took the idea from Acts is, however, very improbable, and
the similarity of the Peter Gospel and Acts at this point
suggests—what is confirmed in some degree by other resem-
blances—that the author of the Acts and the author of the
Peter Gospel drew in some cases from common sources,
either oral or written, a conclusion which finds support in a
probable similar use of common sources by Peter and the
author of the third Gospel. If the statement of Justin in
Apol., i., 40, is derived from Peter, it is not impossible, as
Harnack remarks, that Justin's words in Dial., 103, "and when
Herod succeeded Archelaus, having received the authority
which was allotted him, Pilate sent him by way of compli-
ment Jesus bound (Sedejjerov)," may rest not upon the
statement of the Gospel of Luke, which they only approx-
imately resemble, but upon that part of our Gospel imme-
diately preceding the recovered fragment. They would
serve to explain the situation which appears at the opening
of our fragment—that that situation had its explanation in
what immediately precedes is of course certain—and their
presence in the Gospel is rendered probable, moreover, by
the occurrence, in the same chapter of Justin's Dialogue, of
other indications of the probable use of our Gospel.
Again in Apol., i., 35, there is a more striking resemblance
to Peter. Justin writes: "Tormenting him, they placed
him on a judgment seat, and said judge us." Peter (vs. 6)
records the same event, and the resemblance between his
Gospel and Justin extends even to words.
Still again in Dial., 97, occurs the very uncommon phrase
\dxMor ftdWovres for " casting lots." The phrase is not
found in the canonical Gospels, nor in the Psalm from
which Justin quotes a little above in the same chapter,
where Kkijpov is used instead of \6txixov (Ps. xxii., 19). On
the other hand, Peter (vs. 12) reads \axnov 'kfiaWov, and the
resemblance is very complete and striking.
Apol., i., 50 and Dial., 53, have also been referred to by
Harnack. In both of these chapters it is said that " after
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his crucifixion all his friends forsook him," a statement which
reminds us of Peter, vs. 26. It is noticeable that though the
canonical Gospels speak of Christ's disciples as forsaking
him before his crucifixion, they say nothing of such action
on their part after the crucifixion, while Peter does. Harnack
refers also to Dial., 108, which contains a parallel to Peter,
s. 21, but the passage also resembles Matthew almost as
closely and might have come from it.
But in addition to these indications of a knowledge of
Peter's Gospel which have been pointed out by Harnack
and others, there are other hints of such knowledge on
Justin's part which I think are worth noticing. Justin fre-
quently speaks of Christ as crucified by the Jews; indeed
he emphasizes the agency of the Jews in that event as Peter
likewise does: e.g. Apol., c. 35, where the words occur in
immediate connection with another reference to Peter
already mentioned ; and c. 38, which is especially significant,
for there Justin attributes the scourgings, buffetings, etc.,
and the casting of lots for Christ's garments to the Jews
instead of to the Romans, just as Peter does in vss. 6 and
12 ; cf. also Dial., 17 and 85.
Still further, it is worthy of notice that in Apol., 32, a
chapter in which occur, as will be pointed out, other indica-
tions of a use of Peter, Justin emphasizes the continuance
of a ruler in Judea until the coming of Christ, and then
goes on to say: " After whose crucifixion the land was
straightway delivered to you as spoil of war." May it
not be that. the emphasis by Peter of the Kingship of
Herod at the time of the crucifixion was due to the influence
of the prophecy in Gen. xlix., and that Justin's use of the
same prophecy was colored by Peter's treatment of Herod ?
But more than this, the christology of Justin, which has
been supposed by many to indicate the influence, direct or
indirect, of the Gospel of John, seems to me to indicate at
least the joint if not the exclusive influence of the Peter
Gospel. For instance, in Dial., 54, it is said twice that
" Christ has blood not from the seed of man but from the
power (dvva/uis) of God," and the same statement is found
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also twice in Apol., 32. The same thought is also expressed
in Dial., 76, though there it is simply said that he " has
blood but not from men." The idea is similar to that of
John L, 13, but Justin has SvvotfiiZ in both cases, instead of
SsXrifia, and we are at once reminded of the dvvafiiS of
Peter, vs. 19. The use of the word Svvajxii four times
in two of the passages referred to (a word which does not
once occur in John, either Gospel or Epistles), and of %xsi
alpLa in all of them, certainly looks as if Justin drew from
some written source, and that source not the Gospel of John.
And when the use made by Peter of the word dhvajxii, and
his constant tendency to exalt Christ and to emphasize his
divinity, are taken into consideration, it is certainly not un-
likely, to say the least, that Justin felt the influence of Peter,
and it is not impossible that in its early chapters the Gospel
of Peter may, have presented a pneumatic christology
similar to that of Justin. If that were so, the peculiar
phenomena in connection with Justin's relation to John's
Gospel might be explained by Justin's use of the Gospel of
Peter where he has been supposed to use John. For it is to
be noticed that Justin's christology, though in some respects
resembling that of John as distinguished from the Synoptists,
is yet not Johannine.
But, still further, it is very significant that Justin says, in
Dial., 61: " But I will give you another testimony from the
Scriptures, that in the beginning before all creatures God
begat a certain rational power (Svvafxiv \oyinr}v) from
himself, which is also called by the Holy Spirit Glory of
the Lord, and again Son and again Wisdom and again
Angel, and again God and again Lord and Logos. . . ."
Again Justin says, in Apol., 32 (the chapter already referred
to) : " The first power (dvvafAii) after God the father and
Lord of all is the Xoyo?, who is also the Son " ; and in the
next chapter (33): " It is wrong therefore to think of the
Spirit and the Power from God (TO nvsv/xa nai trjv dvvatfxiv
rrjv itapa TOV BEOV) as anything else than the Xoyoi who is
also the first-born of God"; and in chap. 23: " Jesus
Christ hath been begotten properly God's only son, being
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his Xoyo? and npooToroHoi and Svva/M?." It is true that the
word Svvafxii occurs in Luke i., 35, a passage which is
evidently in Justin's mind when he writes the closing words
of chap. 35 of his Apology; but it is to be noticed that
Luke says dvva/uii vtpiarov, while Justin says not only
dvva/MS Oeov, which differs from it only verbally, but also
dvva/.us napa deov, which is another thing altogether; and
it is to be noticed still further that dvva/xis is not identified
by Luke with Christ or with the Tioyo? as by Justin; indeed,
there is no hint in Luke of that hypostatization of the Svvafxii
which is characteristic of the christology of Justin. It is
noticeable, indeed, that the word Svva/xii is neither in Luke
nor anywhere else in the New Testament used as Justin uses
it. But in the Gospel of Peter, vs. 19, it is so used, Svvaixii
being there hypostatized just as Justin hypostatizes it, and
bearing apparently the same relation to the flesh as it bears
in the mind of Justin when he says (Apol., 32): "The first
power after God, the father and Lord of all, is the \6yoS,
who is also the Son ; who being made flesh became man in
the way we shall relate in what follows." Cf. in addition
to these passages, Dial., 48, 128, 132, 139.1
There can be little doubt, it seems to me, in view of all
that has been said, that Justin knew and used the Gospel of
Peter, and in the light of this fact the disputed phrase in
Dial., 106, aTtofAvtjjuorsvjAara avrov, is to be interpreted. It
is now generally admitted that the avrov refers not to
Christ but to Peter, who is mentioned in the immediate con-
text, and that Justin is speaking consequently of " memoirs
of Peter." These memoirs have quite commonly been sup-
posed to be the Gospel of Mark, but in the light of Justin's
use of the Gospel of Peter, the words may well be taken to
1
 Another though vaguer hint of the Gospel of Peter, vs. 19, occurs possi-
bly in Dial., 38, where Trypho says : " You utter many blasphemies when you
seek to persuade us that this crucified man was with Moses and Aaron and
spoke to them in the pillar of cloud, that he then became man and was crucified
and ascended to heaven {iSTavpaoBrjvai xcd ava/3e/3tfHSYai sl'Z TOY
ovpavov) and cometh again to the earth and is to be worshipped" ; the
ascension being put immediately after the crucifixion.
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refer to that Gospel; and if they be so taken, they constitute
the earliest explicit mention of it known to us.
But there exist also some slight but interesting points of
resemblance between our fragment and the Epistle of Barna-
bas. The spirit of hostility to the Jews which runs through
that Epistle is in accord with the spirit which actuated the
author of our Gospel, and in Barn., chap. 7, we find one
or two striking parallels. In that chapter we read : " Be-
cause they [i. e. the Jews] shall see him in that day having
a scarlet robe about his body down to his feet; and they
shall say is not this he whom we once despised and pierced
and mocked and crucified ? Truly this is he who then de-
clared himself to be the Son of God." Especially noticeable
in this passage is the fact that the Jews are represented as
having " pierced and mocked and crucified " him, just as in
the Gospel of Peter and Justin, while in the canonical Gos-
pels it is the Roman soldiers who thus treat Christ. Again,
in the same chapter occur the words enoriZero ogei ndi
XoArj, and farther down, noriZsiv xoXrjv juetd o$ovs. Peter
reads noriaars atrov xo\r/v fxstd oSovi, Hal xepdaavres
inoriGav. The corresponding verses in the canonical
Gospels are quite different.
Again, in Barnabas, chap. 15, it is said: "Wherefore we
keep the eighth day with joyfulness: the day on which
Jesus rose from the dead and was manifested and ascended
into heaven." The Gospel of Peter is the only Gospel that
explicitly asserts that Christ ascended on the day of his
resurrection (vs. 56: " He hath gone away to the place
whence he was sent forth "). Barnabas, of course, might
have got his idea from Luke's Gospel—at least Luke's
words may be so interpreted,—but Acts (chap, i.) distinctly
contradicts it, and the other Gospels furnish no warrant
for it.
Itwould seem that some connection, direct or indirect, be-
tween Barnabas and the Gospel of Peter must be assumed
upon the basis of these resemblances, but what that connec-
tion is I am not prepared to say.
Conybeare (in the Academy for October 21 and De-
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cember 23, 1893) has called attention to a possible remi-
niscence of our Gospel in the Epistle of Polycarp, chap. 7,
where it is said " whosoever does not confess the testimony
of the cross is of the devil." The connection in which these
words occur—the advent being mentioned in the previous
sentence, the resurrection and second coming in the follow-
ing—leads Conybeare to think that the reference is to the
preaching in Hades, and particularly to the response from
the cross recorded in Peter's Gospel, vs. 42. The sugges-
tion is an ingenious one; Polycarp's words may fairly be
interpreted as Conybeare interprets them, but in the absence
of other evidence they are hardly sufficient to justify us in
asserting that Polycarp knew our Gospel.'
Before leaving the subject of the use of the Gospel of
Peter by the early fathers, I should like to call attention to
the possibility that many of the agrapha which we find
scattered through those fathers belonged originally to the
Gospel of Peter. If that Gospel was known and used by the
author of the Didascalia, by Justin Martyr, and by others, as
1
 It is worthy of notice that the so-called Acts of Pilate exhibit the same spirit
of hostility to the Jews and the same tendency to minimize Pilate's guilt which
characterize the Gospel of Peter, and though they make large use of our
canonical Gospels there is some reason to think that their author or authors
were acquainted with the Peter Gospel. Such acquaintance is asserted, for
instance, by Zahn (S. 57 sq.), while Schubert (S. 176 sq.) has attempted to show
that the dependence is the other way, and that Peter used the Acts of Pilate in
an earlier version than we now possess. Schubert's opinion, however, is base-
less ; if there be any dependence of the one upon the other, the Acts and not
the Gospel must be regarded as secondary. But our lack of knowledge respect-
ing the early revisions of the Acts of Pilate and the date of their composition
makes any conclusions which we may reach at present of comparatively little
value.
It may be remarked also that attention has been called by Swete (p. xxix.)
to some resemblances between the Gospel of Peter and the Sibylline Oracles
(viii. 288 sq.), but the resemblances are so faint that not much can be based
upon them, though some sort of relationship between the two works is not
improbable.
More interesting is a resemblance between our fragment and the Visio Isaise,
pointed out by Badham in the Athetiizum of December 17, 1892, which
seems to imply that the author of that work was acquainted with the Peter
Gospel. But the origin and date of the Visio Isaiae are still too uncertain to
enable us to draw satisfactory conclusions from its apparent use of the Gospel.
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has been indicated, it is not unnatural to regard it as the
source at least of some of those apocryphal words, and deeds,
and events which they record. Among these I may mention
the agraphon : "There shall be heresies and schisms," which
is given as an utterance of Christ both by Justin {Dial.,
35) and by the Didascalia (vi., 5) ; so also the words
uttered at Christ's baptism : " Thou art my son ; to-day
have I begotten thee," which are likewise found both in
Justin {Dial., 88, 103),'and in the Didascalia (ii., 32), as well
as in Codex Bezae (Luke iii., 22). In addition to these I
may call attention to the story of the woman taken in adul-
tery, which is found in the Didascalia (ii., 24) and in Codex
Bezae (John vii., 53 sq.) and which Harnack has given reasons
for supposing stood in the Gospel of Peter. Finally the well-
known agraphon, " Love covereth a multitude of sins," which
appears not only in I. Peter, but also in the Didascalia (ii.,
3), in the Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians (chap. 49),
in the Homily of Clement (chap. 16), and in Clement of
Alexandria, {Pad. iii., 12). It would be interesting, were
there time, to examine some of the agrapha found in those
fathers who can be shown to have known the Gospel of Peter,
and to indicate how the occurrence of the same agrapha
in still other writings leads in some cases to the conclusion
that their authors also knew that Gospel. I believe this
can be shown with reasonable probability to be true at
least of Clement of Alexandria and the author of the homily
which is commonly called Second Clement. And I believe
that from a comparison of the two latter it may be shown
to be not improbable that the noted agraphon which occurs
in II. Clement, 12, and in another form in Clement Alex.,
Strom., iii., 13, and in its enlarged form is said by the latter
to occur in the Gospel of the Egyptians, was contained also
in the Peter Gospel.
Before leaving this subject attention should be called to
the occurrence in Peter's account of the resurrection of the
interesting words : " Hast thou preached to the sleepers ?
And a response was heard from the cross : Yea " (vss. 41 and
42). The resemblance to I. Peter, iii., 19, is striking, and
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some connection between that Epistle and our Gospel is
suggested not only by this notable point of contact, but
also by the probable occurrence in our Gospel, as indicated
above, of the agraphon, " Love covereth a multitude of sins,"
which is found in I. Peter iv., 8. What the connection is I
am not prepared to say, but it is certain that our Gospel
cannot be adequately understood until its place in the early
Christian literature that bears the name of Peter has been
satisfactorily determined.
It will hardly do to bring this paper to a close without at
least a brief discussion of the relation of the Gospel of Peter
to our canonical Gospels. That the author of the Gos-
pel of Peter knew and used the Gospel of Mark seems evi-
dent and is so generally admitted that it is not worth our
while to spend any time in the attempt to prove it. But
over and above its agreement with Mark our Gospel con-
tains matter found only in one or another of the other three
Gospels. Did our author then know and use any or all
of them? It is impossible on this occasion to enter into a
detailed discussion of this complicated question. A few
very general observations must suffice.
In common with Matthew alone the Gospel of Peter con-
tained evidently an account of the washing of Pilate's hands
(the Ss at the beginning of the fragment makes this clear)
and of the earthquake following the crucifixion (but in the
Peter Gospel the earthquake occurs not while Christ is still
on the cross, but at the moment that his dead body is laid
upon the earth—a very notable circumstance, for the state-
ment is entirely opposed to the alleged Docetic tendency
of our fragment). In common with Matthew it has also an
account of the watch set at the tomb. The resemblances to
Luke are less marked. In common with Luke alone Peter
brings Herod into connection with the trial of Christ (but
the connection is very different in the two cases); repre-
sents one of the malefactors as acknowledging Christ's
innocence (but again there is a marked difference between
the two accounts), and speaks of the remorse of those who
had crucified Christ (but in this case too the connection is
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very loose). The chief resemblances of our fragment to
John's Gospel are its paschal chronology and its apparent
record of an appearance of Christ to some of his apostles
at the Sea of Galilee.
On the other hand, a comparison of our fragment with the
corresponding portions of the canonical Gospels reveals
some very remarkable omissions which are exceedingly
difficult to explain if it be assumed that our author knew
and used those Gospels. It is to be noticed as very signifi-
cant in this connection that our author omits no circum-
stance of importance recorded in Mark, while he omits much
that is found in one or more of the other three Gospels. I
desire to call attention here to only a few of the most strik-
ing of such omissions.
Of the occurrences recorded in Matthew alone, Peter
omits the imprecation of the people, " His blood be upon
us and upon our children," a remark so entirely in accord
with the spirit and tendency of our author and calculated so
capitally to voice his anti-Jewish sentiments that it is difficult
to explain its omission if he read it in his sources; he omits
also the rending of the rocks, as well as the opening of the
tombs and the coming forth of the dead (Matt, xxvii.,
52 sq.), a most surprising omission, all the more surprising
when we consider the elaborate use made of the latter in-
cident by the Acts of Pilate. Moreover Peter fails to men-
tion the earthquake which occurred in connection with the
descent of the angel and the rolling away of the stone from the
door of the tomb, an omission especially difficult to explain
when we realize Peter's tendency just at this point to magnify
the marvellous element. Finally, Peter says nothing of the
appearance of Christ to the women on the day of the resur-
rection (Matt, xxviii., 9 sq). His silence upon this subject
seems all the more remarkable, when it is noticed that both
John and the author of the appendix to the Gospel of Mark
thought it necessary to follow Matthew in recording it. On
the other hand, the original Mark says nothing about
it, and Luke, who follows Mark but betrays no acquaint-
ance with the Gospel of Matthew, at least in its present
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form, likewise omits it. If Peter knew our Matthew, his
omission of such an important event seems to me quite
inexplicable.
So far as Luke and John are concerned, Peter's omissions
of circumstances recorded by them are more numerous but
no more striking. The most notable of these are the visit
of Peter and John to the tomb and all the Jerusalem appear-
ances recorded in John, and the appearance of Christ to the
two disciples on the way to Emmaus, recorded in Luke.
Moreover Peter is entirely inconsistent with Acts i. where
the disciples are represented as remaining in Jerusalem and
communing there with Christ for forty days. In fact it is to
be said with emphasis that Peter's exclusion of all the appear-
ances of Christ upon the day of his resurrection—appear-
ances which are made so much of by Matthew, Luke, and
John, but are entirely omitted by Mark—renders it very
difficult to assume an acquaintance on his part with Matthew-
Luke, and John. It would certainly be to the interest of
any Gospel writer to put the appearances of Christ at as
early a day as he had authority for doing, and at the same
time to emphasize if he could the fact that they took place
on the first day of the week, the Lord's day. But Peter
mentions no appearance until at least a week after the resur-
rection, and though he refers to the " Lord's day," twice in
the brief fragment which we have, he does not seem to have
mentioned the fact that the appearance which he does record
took place on that day.
These remarkable omissions, I am free to confess, seem to
me to outweigh all the resemblances—verbal or otherwise
—which have been shown to exist between our fragment
and the Gospels of Matthew, Luke, and John. Of course,
our fragment is so brief that it is unsafe to make sweeping
generalizations, but, so far as it goes, it presents in relation to
the three Gospels mentioned, practically the same kind of phe-
nomena which are presented by Matthew and Luke in rela-
tion to each other,—phenomena which are now generally
held by New Testament scholars to be due not to the use by
either Matthew or Luke of the other, but to their use of a
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common source. As has been already remarked, there is
every reason to suppose that Peter, like Matthew and Luke,
made use of the Gospel of Mark, or of an original Gospel
closely resembling it; and there is also reason to suppose that
he was acquainted with the additional source or sources
employed by Matthew and Luke, whether that common
source—or any of those sources—was the Matthew "koyia or
not.
But if Peter's acquaintance with the Gospels of Mat-
thew, Luke, and John be denied, or at least regarded as
improbable, how does our Gospel compare with them in
age ? Does it mark an early or a late stage in the process of
Gospel formation ? To answer this question it is necessary
to take into account the uncanonical events which are
recorded in our fragment,—events which our author may have
found, in part at least, in the sources from which he drew, or
may have added with his own hand. Such events are very
numerous, but most of them are of such a character as to
throw no light upon the proposed question. A few of them,
however, are significant: for instance, in vs. 25 it is said
that " the Jews, and the elders, and the priests, knowing
what evil they had done themselves, began to lament and to
say, ' Woe for our sins! the judgment is at hand and the end
of Jerusalem''"; so also vss. 26 and 27, where the author
says: " For we were sought for by them [t. e. by the
Jews] as malefactors and as minded to burn the temple. And
besides all this we fasted and sat down mourning and weep-
ing night and day until the Sabbath." Still more signifi-
cant are the legendary features which attach themselves to
Peter's account of the resurrection. Such, for instance, are
the statements that the stone moved aside of itself from the
door of the tomb ; that three figures issued from the tomb,
two of them, with heads reaching to heaven, supporting the
third, whose head towered above the heavens ; that a cross fol-
lowed these figures and a voice was heard from it in response
to a question from heaven. In addition to these legendary
details, the account of Peter contains some exaggerations as
compared with the corresponding accounts in the canonical
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Gospels: e. g. the size of the stone and the number of seals
placed upon it are magnified (cf. Matthew), and the tomb
thus sealed is inspected by a crowd of people from Jerusa-
lem and the surrounding country. Such features as these
certainly militate against an early date for our fragment;
but, on the other hand, it is to be noticed that Matthew, as
already remarked, contains some marvels not found in Peter,
as striking as any that occur in the latter ; and that Peter's
omission of the Jerusalem appearances of Christ gives his
account a markedly archaic look. In favor of a later date
than that of our canonical Gospels have been urged the
employment of v Kvpiaxrj for the Lord's day, and the
exclusive use throughout our fragment of onvpios instead of
''ITJGOVS. The former has considerable weight; the latter on
the other hand, may indicate not a later date, but only the
influence of Paul (see Tyler's articles in the Academy, July
29 and Sept. 30, 1893). On the whole, we shall perhaps not
be far out of the way if we assign the Gospel, of which our
fragment forms a part, to the early decades of the second
century. Internal considerations point to that period, and we
are prevented, in any case, from bringing its composition
down to a much later date by the fact that it was known
and used by Justin Martyr.
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APPENDIX.
[Reprint from the New York Independent of May 4 and 11, 1893.]
THE ALLEGED DOCETISM OF THE GOSPEL OF PETER.
BY THE REV. ARTHUR CUSHMAN MCGIFFERT, PH.D. ,
Professor of Church History in Lane Seminary, Cincinnati.
The majority of scholars that have expressed an opinion in regard to the
recently published fragment of the lost Gospel of Peter seem to have taken its
Docetism for granted, and many of them draw conclusions therefrom affecting
prejudicially the antiquity and general character of the work. With these
conclusions I am not here concerned, though I think it might be shown that
such Docetism as the Gospel is alleged to contain is quite consistent with its
early origin and with its use, for a time at least, even within orthodox circles.
There are some facts, however, which do not seem to harmonize with the
assumption that the Gospel is Docetic in its Christology, and which are
significant enough to raise the question whether the common assumption may
not be a mistake, or at least need some modification.
In support of the assertion that the Gospel is Docetic are urged, first, the
statement of Serapion, quoted by Eusebius, H. £., vi., 12, and secondly, two
passages in the recovered fragment of the Gospel itself. Leaving the words of
Serapion out of sight for the present, let us examine the passages in question.
The first is in verse 10, where the manuscript reads avtoS Si i6ia>Tt(i6ai
fiTjSiv itovov ex<ov. For the impossible k6imitd6ai Gebhardt, Lods,
Robinson, Harnack, and many others read i6imita. ooi, which is doubtless
correct. The sentence is then to be translated : " But he kept silence as if
he were in nowise suffering pain." Whatever Docetism is supposed to lodge
in the words fiijSiv itoror is destroyed by the insertion of <of ; and the
sentence thus read is entirely in harmony with many statements in our Gospels
which are not commonly regarded as Docetic—e. g., Luke 4 : 30 ; John 4 :%i,
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io : 39—and indicates nothing more than a desire on the part of the author to
emphasize the marvellous and heroic endurance of the sufferer. The same
power of patient endurance is brought out in other ways by the Evangelist ;
as, e. g., in Mark 14: 61, 15 : 5, 15 123. Had the author wished to indicate
that the Lord really felt no bodily pain, he would certainly have stated it more
plainly than he does.
The second passage which is supposed to reveal the Docetism of the Gospel
is in verse 19 : xai 6 nvpioS dvefSorjtiE Xeycor rj SvvafiiS fiov T) Svva/iiS
uaveXeifdifis ; uai sixodv dveXijcpSfri—" And the Lord cried out, saying,
Power, my Power, hast thou forsaken me ? And when he had spoken he was
taken up." The substitution of " Power" for " God," and of " was taken up "
for "gave up the ghost," certainly looks suspicious, reminding us at once of
that early and widely prevalent form of Docetism which taught that the Christ
was distinct from the man Jesus, and descended upon him at baptism, leaving
him again before his passion (or at the time of his death?). Compare, e, g.,
Irenseus, i., 7 ; iii., 16, 17, 22, etc. But it is to be noticed that in the present
passage it is not Jesus but the Lordthat cries out " Power, my Power." If the
author regarded dvva/iiS as the spiritual agent or the superior Christ (avoo
Xpitfrdi) that descended upon the man Jesus, he ought to have vindicated it
by the use of the distinctive name Ir/dovi instead of the ambiguous 6 xtJpioS,
which certainly is not the word we should expect for the human as distinguished
from the divine nature of the Saviour. But still more decisive is the fact that
the subject of dvsfidr/iSs and dvsXtj(pBr/ is one and the same. It is the Lord
that addresses ihe'M8vva/uti} and it is the same Lord that is " taken up," ». e.,
to Heaven, for aveXrfq>$T/ is the technical word for ascension (see Mark
16 : 19 ; Acts I : 2, 11, 22 ; 1 Tim. 3 :16), and can mean here only "taken up
to Heaven." But this is fatal to the assumption that our author draws the
customary Docetic distinction between the human Jesus and the divine Christ,
for such a distinction requires the Svvafxii to be taken up, and the person ad-
dressing the Svva/uiZ to remain dead upon the cross.
How then are we to explain the use of the word Siivafiii instead of Beot,
if the word is not to be taken in a Docetic sense ? The sentence is a quotation
from Ps. 22 :2, where the Hebrew reads "hx etc. ; but the Hebrew S« means
strength or power as well as God, and in Ps. 22 :2, is actually translated
i6%vpi juov by Aquila, though the LXX in the same passage has fleo'5 ftov.
In the LXX of Neh. 5:5, the same word bx is translated Stiva/MS ; and
Justin Martyr in his " Dialogue," c. 125, in explaining the word Israel makes
the last syllable -r/X mean 8vva/iiS. Moreover, it is to be noticed that our
Greek texts of Matthew and Mark in reproducing Christ's words give the
Aramaic form first and then the Greek translation. It is quite possible, there-
fore, that our author, having the Hebrew or Aramaic form before him, trans-
lated by Svra/uiS instead of Beds, as he was quite at liberty to do. In thus
translating he may have been unacquainted with the rendering of Matthew and
Mark, or he may intentionally have departed from it. Certainly a man need
not be Docetic in order to prefer to read Siiva/ni ; for it is not easy to think
of the Saviour as forsaken by God in the hour of his trial.
So far as the word a.vsXT]<p3'7] is concerned, though it represents a different
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conception from that expressed in Matthew and Mark, it yet agrees with Luke
23 : 43 : " To-day shalt thou be with me in Paradise," and simply confirms
what has long been known, that there was from the very beginning a diversity
of opinion as to the abode of Christ's spirit during the period between his death
and resurrection.1
The two passages, therefore, which are commonly supposed to exhibit the
writer's Docetism are seen upon examination to be at best of doubtful signifi-
cance, if they do not indeed actually prove the very opposite of that which they
are alleged to prove.
But there are other passages in our fragment which throw light upon the
question at issue, and which, therefore, demand attention.
The use of the phrase 6 vioS TOV 6EO€ in verses 6, 9, 45, and 46 is very
significant. It is true that the phrase is found only in the mouth of Christ's
enemies ; but a Docetic writer, interested to keep the suffering Jesus distinct
from the impassible " Son of God," could hardly have permitted even them to
use it in speaking of the former without in some way indicating that they were
misapplying it. In fact, the impression left by the use of the phrase is that
the author agrees with Matthew (26 : 63, 27 :40, 43, 54) and Mark (15 : 39) in
regarding it as quite legitimate.
Again it is to be noticed that throughout our fragment the word y.-;'pioi is
used of Christ. It is 6 xiipioS that is brought to trial, that suffers indignities,
that is crucified, that cries out in distress, that is "taken up," out of whose
hands the nails are drawn, that is laid upon the earth, buried, rises again, and
goes back " to the place from which he was sent." The acts both of humility
and of glory are performed by the one wSpto%. This alone is conclusive proof
that the writer did not intend to exhibit the divine Christ as distinct from the
man Jesus.
Again in verse 21 it is said that " they drew the nails out of the hands of the
Lordand laid him upon the earth, and the whole earth quaked." No Docetic
writer could in this artless way identify the Lord with the body of the Lora
{ff. also verses 23 and 24, where the identification is even more striking); nor
would such a writer be apt to connect the earthquake, as our author does,
directly with the laying of the Lord's body upon the earth, thus going beyond
the Synoptic Gospels in his emphasis upon the sacredness of that body. The
passage might indeed be urged, with some plausibility, as evidence of an anti-
Docetic interest on the part of the author. But the simple way in which the
story is told leads rather to the conclusion that he writes without any polemic
purpose. The same may be said also of verses 50-54.
Finally, in verses 56 and 57, it is said by the angel : "Whom seek ye?
Him that was crucified ? He has arisen and gone away. But if ye believe not,
stoop down and see the place where he lay, because he is not here, for he has
arisen and gone away to the place whence he was sent forth " (a.vi6rrj ydp
xai dnijMlsv iuei oQsv dns^rdXr;). The one " that was crucified " is here
explicitly identified with the one "that has arisen," and then the crucified and
1
 Compare on this passage Harnack's Bruchstiicke d. Evangeliums und d. Apocalypse des
Pelrus, p. 58 sg.
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risen one is distinctly said to have " gone away to the place whence he was sent
forth," which can mean no other place than Heaven, the presence of God who
sent him forth. This passage not only confirms all that has been said of the
identification by our author of Jesus and the Christ, but also indicates that in
agreement with the Church at large he believed Christ's body as well as his
spirit to have gone back to Heaven, and thus makes it clear that he did not
accept even the subtler and less pronounced forms of Docetism taught by
Apelles, and by the sect of Docetae described by Hippolytus, Phil., viii., 1-4.
Apelles departed so far from the extreme Docetism of his master, Marcion, and
of most of the Gnostics, and approached so near to the common faith of the
Church, as to hold that the body assumed by the Christ actually arose from the
grave, and that the Christ appeared in this body to his disciples after the
resurrection. But he showed himself to be a Docetist in teaching that the body
which Christ possessed was not a human body, but that it had a peculiar
constitution of its own, being formed from the four elements—heat, cold,
dryness, and moisture—and that after the resurrection his body was dissolved
into these elements, and his spirit alone ascended to Heaven (cf. Hippolytus,
Phil, vii., 26 ; Pseudo-Tertullian, Adv. omnes Haer. vi. ; Epiphanius iv., 2 ;
Philaster, Haer. 47). The Docetse referred to by Hippolytus taught, on the
other hand, that Christ possessed a human body, born of the Virgin, but that
at his death he left this body nailed to the cross, and then, "that he might not
be found naked," clothed himself in a spiritual body which he had received at
the time of baptism, and that he took back to Heaven not that body which had
been crucified, but only this spiritual body (see Hippolytus, Phil., viii., 3).
II.
It thus seems that all signs, even of the least offensive forms of Docetism,
are wanting in our fragment.
But what are we to do then with the account of Serapion ? His words are
as follows:
" For we, brethren, receive both Peter and the other Apostles as we do
Christ; but we reject, as men of experience, the writings falsely ascribed to
them, knowing that such were not handed down to us. For when I visited
you I supposed that all of you held to the true faith, and as I had not read the
Gospel, I said: If this is the only thing which occasions dispute among you,
let it be read. But now, having learned from what has been told me that their
mind was involved in some heresy, I will hasten to come to you again. There-
fore, brethren, expect me shortly. But you will learn, brethren, from what
has been written to you, that we perceived the nature of the heresy of Mar-
cianus, and that, not understanding what he was saying, he contradicted him-
self. For, having obtained this very Gospel from others who were ascetics,'
that is from the successors of those who introduced it, whom we call Docetae
(for most of their opinions are in agreement with the teaching of those men),*
1
 irap aKK&v TUP a&KTi)iTavTu>v. I have felt compelled to depart from the usual translation
of this passage and to take ao-Kyir1 intransitively in accordance with New Testament and
Patristic usage.
2
 TO. \ap Qpovyfiara ra TrKeiova. eicetVwi/ eori T^S SiSacncaXias. The reason seems here to be
given for calling these men Docetse. They are so called by Serapion (it is to be noticed that
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we were able to read it through, and we found most of it in accord with the
true doctrine of the Saviour, but some precepts added,1 which we have sub-joined for you."
In considering the bearing of these words it must be remarked that the mere
fact that the Gospel of Peter was used by certain heretics or by an heretical
sect is no proof of its heretical character; for we know that our canonical
Gospels were accepted by many of the leading heretics of the early Church,
notably by Valentinus and his school. And it is worthy of note that Serapion
does not say that these heretics to whom he refers were themselves the authors
of the Gospel, or that they had made heretical emendations or additions. It
is evident, however, that the Gospel did contain some things not found in our
canonical Gospels which were used by the heretics in question to support their
views.
But what were their views ? The word Docetism as used by the Fathers
commonly designates, not a distinct school or party, but simply an opinion or
doctrine held by men oi various parties. Only by Hippolytus and Clement of
Alexandria is the name Docetse applied to a special sect; Epiphanius, Philas-
ter, and other anti-heretical writers knew of no such sect. The account of
Hippolytus indicates that the sectaries with whom he was acquainted, and who
gave themselves the name Docetse, were Gnostic in much of their thinking,
but held a doctrine of Christ's body much less Docetic than that of most of the
Gnostics. Hippolytus does not know on what ground they are called Docetse,
and they certainly cannot have taken their name from their Christology which
was so slightly Docetic and which was evidently so minor a part of their
system. Clement of Alexandria (Strom., iii., 13) makes Julius Cassianus the
founder of the sect of Docetse ; but that which attracts Clement's attention in
connection with him is not his Docetism but his asceticism. Whether he was
strongly Docetic we do not know ; but Clement's reference is such as to lead
us to think that his sect, like that described by Hippolytus, took its name from
something else than its Christology.! Whether, therefore, the Christians to whom
Serapion gives the name Docetse are to be identified with those mentioned by
Clement and Hippolytus or not, it is at least evident that the mere use of the
name cannot be regarded as a proof that they were heretical in their Christ-
ology ; and if we are to conclude that they were related to the other Docetae it
is more than probable that, whatever their Christology, it was not the deter-
mining, nor, indeed, a prominent feature of their system. In fact, Serapion's
reference, in the passage quoted, to ascetics, and his use of the word
it is not said that they give the name to themselves) because their opinions agree with the
opinions of a certain sect known as Docetse. If this interpretation be doubtful, it is at least
certain that TA Qpovjuara T<X wKeiova cannot be the u opinions of the Gospel of Peter," as*
commonly supposed; for Serapion says just below that most of Us teachings are in accord
with the true doctrine of the Saviour.
1
 riva Bi irpo<r$tatrra\ntva. As fiiaoreAAw in New Testament and Patristic Greek means
" to command," the unusual word irpotr&acrreAAio can hardly mean anything else than " to give*
additional commands."
2
 Whether Clement and Hippolytus are referring to the same or to different sects is not
certain• Clement says nothing of the Gnostic speculation which Hippolytus describes at
length, and Hippolytus does not refer to the asceticism of which Clement speaks.
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in speaking of the additions which he found in the Gospel of
Peter, seem to imply that the errors of the Christians of Rhossus lay not in the
sphere of Christology, but in the sphere of practical life, and that it was an
extreme or unhealthy asceticism which he was attacking. This would bring his
Docetse into line with those mentioned by Clement, and would also explain the
fact that he does not condemn the Gospel in severe and sweeping terms, as he
would be likely to do if it taught an heretical Christology—a subject upon
which at this period, as a result of its conflict with Gnosticism, the Church was
peculiarly sensitive. In fact, Serapion speaks very kindly of the Gospel,
declaring its general truthfulness and finding fault with it, not because it con-
tradicts the true doctrine at any point, but because it contains some unwar-
ranted additions. The nature of these additions it is not difficult to guess.
They consisted, doubtless, of utterances of Christ similar to that quoted by
Cassianus and referred by Clement to the Gospel of the Egyptians—utterances
more or less ascetic in their tendency ; or of statements like that which Origen
(in Matt. 10: 17) tells us the Gospel actually contained, namely, that the
brethren of Christ were children of Joseph by a former wife, which was also
turned to account by ascetics. Such extra-canonical passages might be numer-
ous and yet not appear in the fragment which has been recovered. It is not
probable that Serapion was referring to the additions found in the narrative of
the resurrection ; for a Father of the second century would hardly take offence
at such pious exaggerations, all of which are very modest compared with the
notions of his day, and none of which is harmful either to doctrine or practice.
This examination of Serapion's account confirms the conclusion drawn from
our examination of the Gospel itself, that we are not warranted in accusing its
author of holding Docetic views of Christ.
